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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background 

This consultancy has been commissioned by the NSW 
Department of Planning and Environment (“DP&E”) in 
response to Action 1.7.2 of A Plan for Growing Sydney (“The 
Plan”) which states: 

“The Government will support local councils to plan for 
adequate retail and commercial capacity in centres by 
developing demand and supply data sets for office and 
retail development”. 

The creation of a reliable retail floorspace dataset will help 
to accurately forecast demand, assess future land 
requirements and assist councils and infrastructure 
providers to plan for growth. The information will also assist 
in the preparation of District Plans. 

1.2 Study brief 

The overall purposes of the study are as follows: 

Stage 1: Estimate demand for retail floorspace generated 
by projected population growth, at Local Government Area 
(‘LGA’) and District-level scales for 2021, 2026, and 2031; 
Stage 2: Prepare a comprehensive database of the existing 
supply of retail floorspace in the Sydney Metropolitan Area, 
and refine the results of Stage 1 in light of these findings; 
and 
Stage 3: Provide recommendations on monitoring future 
retail floorspace supply. 

Stage 3 responds to the following items set out in the study 
brief: 

• Assess the linkages between residential growth on 
Sydney’s fringe and the development of corresponding 
additional retail centres to service these communities; 

• Develop comparative indicators which spatially identify 
the distribution of retail centres compared with 
population; 

• Provide advice about the benefits that producing a 
more comprehensive audit based retail demand and 
supply data set will have for Sydney and NSW; 

• Recommend best practice for developing and managing 
the retail floorspace supply database over time 
including monitoring and review of data; and 

• Outline the steps involved in developing and monitoring 
the datasets including the sources and assumptions. 

1.3 Report structure 

Chapter 2 presents analysis of the relationship between 
residential development, population growth and the 
attraction of new shopping centre anchor tenants as a basis 
for providing catchment population thresholds when 
planning new growth areas. 

Chapter 3 draws on the retail supply data to examine the 
distribution of centres with respect to population within 
defined regions. 

Chapter 4 examines the alternatives for producing and 
maintaining an accurate estimate of retail floorspace 
provision for planning purposes, and provides 
recommendations on the most cost-effective solutions, 
along with information on how this dataset can be 
maintained over time. 
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2. RETAIL DEVELOPMENT THRESHOLDS

2.1 Introduction 

Retail development thresholds refer to the size (in 
population terms) of a surrounding catchment which is 
necessary to support the development or expansion of a 
shopping centre.  

Shopping centres in growth areas are typically established 
with supermarkets as the main anchor tenant. Population 
thresholds for new supermarkets therefore provide an 
indication of timing for the initial provision of grocery and 
other convenience retailing to the local community. 

Later development stages may include additional 
supermarkets as the neighbourhood role of the centre 
expands in line with the size of the catchment. However, 
the emergence of a higher-order retail role with a more 
significant non-food specialty sector usually occurs with the 
accommodation of a discount department store (“DDS”).  

DDS development thresholds are therefore examined to 
identify the catchment size necessary to support the 
emergence of a higher-order shopping centre role. 

Population thresholds for these store types have been 
investigated by estimating the number of people living 
within the catchment served by new centres at the time 
that they have been developed to include a supermarket or 
DDS. 

The analysis draws on examples of new centres that have 
been recently developed or are under construction, with 
these case study centres located in greenfield areas of 
Sydney’s West Central, West and South West districts. 

2.2 Average Sydney store provision rates 

Retail development thresholds for new supermarkets and 
DDS’s are generally well below the average provision rate 
for these types of stores across metropolitan Sydney as a 
whole. 

This is because of a willingness by major supermarket and 
DDS operators to develop stores ahead of demand in 
growth areas, especially where they can gain first-mover 
advantage to secure a share of the market at a time when 
only one supermarket or DDS can be supported. Residential 
land developers are also keen to encourage early centre 
development so that an estate can be promoted as having 
local shopping provision. 

According to the Sydney retail floorspace database 
produced during Stage 2 of this study, there are 411 major 
supermarkets (defined as one of the major brands or in 
excess of 1,000 sqm) within the Sydney metropolitan area. 
This represents an average metropolitan supermarket 
provision rate of one store per 11,165 persons. 

There are 82 DDS’s within the Sydney metropolitan area, 
representing an average metropolitan DDS provision rate of 
one store per 55,950 persons. 

Provision rates vary across the metropolitan region by 
district as shown in Figure 1.  

The number of persons per supermarket ranges from a low 
of 9,500 persons in the West District, signifying strong local 
provision with a relatively dense network of supermarkets, 
to a high of 12,550 persons in the South District where 
there is a relative lack of supermarket provision. 

The average population per DDS ranges from 43,000 
persons in the South West and West Central districts, to as 
many as 90,000 persons in the North District where DDS 
provision is very low. 

Figure 1: Variation in store provision rates by District 
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More detailed analysis of supermarket and DDS provision is 
presented in Figure 2 and Figure 3 which show the average 
number of persons per store in individual Local 
Government Areas (“LGAs”) within each district.  

Outer metropolitan districts such as the West and South 
West generally have more generous supermarket provision 
(ie fewer residents per store) as they include newly-
developing estates where supermarket operators have 
been prepared to enter the market early while catchments 
are still immature but growing strongly. 

In contrast, the Central and North districts have a number 
of LGAs where the provision of supermarkets is much lower 
than the average: examples include Strathfield and 
Randwick in the Central District; and Mosman, Ku-ring-gai 
and Willoughby in the North District. 

DDS provision is also more generous in outer suburbs due 
to opportunities for centres to accommodate these stores 
as they expand, and the greater propensity for young 
families on the urban fringe to direct non-food spending to 
DDS’s. On the other hand, a number of inner LGA’s have no 
DDS stores within their municipality, especially in the North 
District. 

An important point is that provision rates vary considerably, 
so that while discussion about average rates is useful in a 
theoretical sense to understand how a region might 
develop in terms of the provision of these major store 
types, it is not helpful to adopt provision rates as a rigid 
planning assessment tool or development guideline.  

The subsequent maps from Figure 4 through to Figure 9 
provide analysis of supermarket and DDS provision rates at 
different geographic levels, highlighting the more generous 
provision rates on the urban fringe and the wide variability 
across the metropolitan region. 

Figure 2: Average supermarket store provision by LGA  
(persons per store) 

 

Figure 3: Average DDS provision by LGA  
(persons per store) 
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Figure 4: Average supermarket store provision LGA 

 

Figure 5: Average DDS provision LGA 
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Figure 6: Average supermarket store provision SA3 

 

Figure 7: Average DDS provision SA3 
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Figure 8: Average supermarket store provision SA4 

 

Figure 9: Average DDS provision SA4 
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2.3 Supermarket thresholds 

The average metropolitan provision rates set out in Section 
2.2 provide useful benchmarks for more detailed 
consideration of the population thresholds evident at the 
time that new supermarkets have been developed in 
Sydney’s growth areas. 

The following six supermarket-based centres have been 
analysed, of which five have been developed and one (at 
Spring Farm) is currently under construction: 

Centres in West Central and West Districts 

• Schofields (Woolworths) 

• Ropes Crossing (Coles) 

• Jordan Springs (Woolworths) 

• The Ponds (Woolworths) 

Centres in South West District 

• Oran Park (Woolworths) 

• Spring Farm (Woolworths) 

For each of these centres a catchment has been defined to 
represent the ‘core’ geographic region from which most 
sales would be generated, and population estimates have 
been prepared for these catchments at the time that the 
supermarket was developed. 

Commentary is also provided to explain the factors that 
would have been influential to support investment in a new 
store by the supermarket operator. These include 
considerations such as existing and future population 
growth, opportunities to secure market share or to 
continue a brand dominance in the wider region, the 
existence of nearby stores with above-average sales 
performance, and other influences particular to each case 
where they are known. 

The analysis shows that supermarkets have been 
developed for communities ranging from as few as 3,330 
people within the Ropes Crossing catchment to as many as 
7,500 people living in the catchment served by The Ponds. 

The average catchment size for these case studies is 
approximately 5,200 persons for the store’s first year of 
trade. This is only about half the size of a mature 
catchment, but reflects the appetite from the major 
supermarket brands for well-located sites serving distinct 
catchments with strong up-side growth opportunities. 

Overall there is support for the development of new 
supermarket-based centres to serve communities with 
around 5,000 residents, as long as the population can grow 
over time to around 8,000 to 10,000 people when the 
surrounding area is fully developed.  

Other factors are also relevant: 

• The extent to which the catchment supports further 
supermarket development, including the inclusion of 
smaller stores such as ALDI 

• The ability to generate sales from passing traffic along 
major road routes – with this factor favouring 
development fronting main roads on the edge of 
neighbourhoods rather than being embedded in the 
centre of residential areas 

• The location of above-average trading supermarkets 
nearby which may allow for some cannibalisation of 
sales (ie store-on-store impacts on supermarkets within 
the same brand) to be sustained while still generating a 
net increase in sales across the region 

• The attitude of the land owner – where supermarket 
operators control the land they may delay 
development, while other land developers may 
encourage early development through advantageous 
rental deals. 
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Figure 10: Schofields supermarket timing 

 

 
Developed in 2014 at a time when relatively little residential land release 
had occurred in the area. Nevertheless, a population in excess of 6,000 
persons would have been sufficient to attract interest from Woolworths 
which has been able to secure market domination in the surrounding 
region. Sales would also be generated from people living in Riverstone to 
the north where supermarket provision is poor with a mid-sized IGA 
supermarket. At capacity the Alex Avenue and Schofields precincts (either 
side of Railway Terrace) are anticipated to have 26,000 residents, 
supported by a second supermarket at the Schofields centre.  

Figure 11: Ropes Crossing supermarket timing 

 

 
Coles at Ropes Crossing was developed in 2008 when the catchment 
population was just 3,330 persons. Since then the catchment population 
has increased to in excess of 5,000 persons with some opportunities for 
further growth. However, the centre is understood to be trading relatively 
poorly and is likely to continue to have a relatively weak catchment with 
little opportunity for incoming spending and fairly competitive regions to 
the south and east. Overall this is an under-sized market for a healthy 
supermarket-based centre. 

Figure 12: Jordan Springs supermarket timing 

 

 
The new Woolworths at Jordan Springs served a relatively small 
catchment of 4,700 persons on opening in 2013, with much of this 
catchment located in established parts of Cranebrook to the west of The 
Northern Road. The store also competed with the existing Coles at 
Cambridge Gardens. Housing development is progressing immediately 
surrounding the site, and the eventual population will be well in excess of 
8,000 persons with opportunities to serve passing traffic on The Northern 
Road. 

Centre name Supermarket type Year 
Population at 

opening

Schofields Woolworths (3,328 sqm) 2014 6,020  pers

Centre name Supermarket type Year 
Population at 

opening

Ropes Crossing Coles (2,589 sqm) 2008 3,330  pers

Centre name Supermarket type Year 
Population at 

opening

Jordan Springs Woolworths (4,000 sqm) 2013 4,700  pers
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Figure 13: The Ponds supermarket timing 

 

 
The Ponds is a small centre with a relatively generous catchment of 7,570 
persons consisting of new housing estates south-west of Rouse Hill Town 
Centre. However, this is a competitive market with the two supermarkets 
at the town centre providing convenient supermarket shopping since 
2008 and Woolworths and ALDI located further south at Stanhope 
Gardens. Woolworths would have been encouraged by the rapid housing 
development with further market growth opportunities to the west within 
the Alex Avenue precinct, and having regard to relatively strong sales 
performance at the Rouse Hill store. 

Figure 14: Oran Park supermarket timing 

 

 
Stage 1 of the retail centre at Oran Park opened to a catchment which 
consisted of 4,410 people living in the immediate housing estate plus parts 
of Harrington Park to the south and the semi-rural hinterland to the north. 
Although the catchment was small at this time, investment would have 
been triggered by very rapid growth in the immediate surrounds, 
significant supporting infrastructure investment, and strong commitment 
from the land owner to establish the town centre in order to support 
residential land sales.   

Figure 15: Spring Farm supermarket timing 

 

 
The population in the Spring Farm catchment is forecast to be 
approximately 5,140 persons when the store opens in 2016. The 
catchment is relatively well-defined, consisting of release areas to the 
south of Camden Bypass that will accommodate up to 4,000 dwellings or 
well in excess of 10,000 residents when fully developed. The centre is also 
attractive for people wishing to avoid shopping at Narellan Town Centre. 

Centre name Supermarket type Year 
Population at 

opening

The Ponds Woolworths (4,200 sqm) 2015 7,570  pers

Centre name Supermarket type Year 
Population at 

opening

Oran Park Woolworths (4,800 sqm) 2014 4,410  pers

Centre name Supermarket type Year 
Population at 

opening

Spring Farm (u/c) Woolworths (3,670 sqm) 2016 5,140  pers
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2.4 Discount department store thresholds 

A similar analysis has been conducted in relation to DDS 
development thresholds, with the following centres 
examined in terms of the size of the catchment when the 
store opened: 

Centres in West Central and West Districts 

• Rouse Hill (Big W, Target) 

• Stanhope Gardens (Kmart) 

Centres in South West District 

• Carnes Hill (Big W) 

• Oran Park (DDS proposed, likely Big W) 

According to these examples, the population within 
catchments at the time that new DDSs have been 
developed range from a low of 28,920 persons in the case 
of Carnes Hill (in 2005) to a high of 53,080 persons in the 
catchment served by the new Kmart at Stanhope Gardens. 

These calculations include a forecast population of 32,870 
for the catchment likely to be served by Oran Park, 
assuming that the Stage 2 of the town centre includes a 
DDS and will be developed in 2018. 

The average catchment size for these case studies is 
approximately 37,000 persons per store during the first 
year of trade, which is lower than the overall metropolitan 
average store provision rate of 55,960 persons per store 
and the average of 45,000 persons per store across the 
South West and West Central districts (refer Figure 1, p2).  

The typical average catchment size is lower than this when 
allowance is made for the Kmart at Stanhope Gardens 
which serves a catchment that overlaps with that served by 
the Big W and Target stores at Rouse Hill. The Kmart would 

be expected to trade more thinly across this large but 
relatively competitive market.  

Excluding the Stanhope Gardens example, the average 
catchment size at development for each DDS is 
approximately 31,500 persons per store. 

The conclusion therefore is that DDS operators seek sites 
that have access to a minimum of around 30,000 nearby 
residents when first developed, but with an expectation of 
population growth to reach around 40,000-50,000 when 
the surrounding catchment is fully developed.  

 

 

Figure 16: Rouse Hill DDS timing 

 

 
Two DDSs were constructed during the initial development at Rouse Hill 
Town Centre as the major new shopping facility serving the North West 
Growth Centre. At this time the centre served a relatively small immediate 
catchment, but drew trade from a wider district extending along Old 
Windsor Road to Richmond and beyond. The centre also competed to 
attract spending from people in Kellyville and Beaumont Hills as an 
alternative to Castle Towers. 

Centre name DDS type Year 
Population at 

opening

Rouse Hill Big W (8,555 sqm)

Target (6,815 sqm)

2008 65,620  pers
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Figure 17: Stanhope Gardens DDS timing 

 

 
Kmart at Stanhope Village shopping centre serves a catchment which is 
bounded by Windsor Road, Westlink M7 and Schofields Road. This 
catchment had a population in excess of 53,000 residents when the store 
was developed in 2007, and has since grown to around 75,000 persons 
with further housing development progressing in the Alex Avenue 
precinct. Although the catchment was large during the initial year, the two 
competitive stores at Rouse Hill (developed in 2008) serve an overlapping 
catchment so that the equivalent catchment size at Stanhope Gardens is 
lower than the 53,000 persons indicated above. 

Figure 18: Carnes Hill DDS timing 

 

 
Carnes Hill was first constructed in 1999 as a supermarket centre and was 
expanded to include a Big W in 2005. The store serves a well-defined 
region generally south and west of the Westlink M7 and extending into 
new growth areas in Austral, with relatively strong DDS-based centres at 
Casula Mall to the east and Bonnyrigg Plaza to the north. The catchment 
had a population of around 29,000 persons during the first trading year 
but has increased to in excess of 40,000 at present. 

Figure 19: Oran Park DDS timing 

 

 
Stage 2 of Oran Park Town Centre is planned to be constructed in around 
2017 or 2018 according to the land developer, with press releases 
indicating that Big W is the preferred DDS anchor for the centre expansion. 
Assuming a 2018 opening, the store would serve a region north of 
Narellan Town Centre consisting of new residential release in Oran Park, 
Catherine Fields, Gregory Hills, Emerald Hills and other residential estates 
in the southern part of the South West Growth Centre. The catchment 
population in 2018 is forecast to be close to 33,000 people but with rapid 
growth progressing thereafter. 

Centre name DDS type Year 
Population at 

opening

Stanhope Village Kmart (5,060 sqm) 2007 53,080  pers

Centre name DDS type Year 
Population at 

opening

Carnes Hill Big W (5,635 sqm) 2005 28,920  pers

Centre name DDS type Year 
Population at 

opening

Oran Park Big W 2018 32,870  pers
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2.5 Summary 

Shopping centre roles are often defined by their anchor 
tenants, with major supermarkets providing a weekly 
grocery shopping role for local neighbourhoods and DDSs 
anchoring a higher-order non-food role for larger sub-
regional catchments. 

Across the Sydney metropolitan area the average provision 
of supermarkets is one store per 11,165 people, but with 
significant variation around this average. In growth areas 
the provision rate is lower, at one store per 10,000 or so 
residents. 

The entry of new supermarkets in newly-developing 
residential communities typically occurs when the 
catchment is much smaller. Analysis of six recent examples 
shows that the average catchment size for new 
supermarkets is around 5,000 people per store, and can 
occur at even lower numbers as long as strong future 
growth is expected in the surrounding region. 

The average store provision rate for DDSs is approximately 
55,950 persons per store across metropolitan Sydney, but 
with a lower rate of 45,000 persons per store in some 
growth area regions. 

Analysis of recent (and one proposed) DDS developments 
indicates that a catchment of around 30,000 persons is 
necessary to support investment in a new store, with the 
expectation that the catchment would grow to in excess of 
40,000 people over a relatively short time period. 

These development thresholds for supermarkets and DDSs 
provides a useful benchmark when assessing new centre 
development proposals. 
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3. RETAIL FLOORSPACE DISTRIBUTION

3.1 Retail hierarchies 

The spatial distribution of retail floorspace can be described 
with reference to a hierarchical structure or typology. These 
typologies occur naturally to reflect shopping frequency for 
particular types of products and the financial economics for 
individual shops and store networks, but are reinforced by 
planning policies that aim to generate community benefits 
by guiding public and private sector investment to 
maximize the efficient use of infrastructure. 

The planning terminology used to describe typologies 
differs across jurisdictions and evolves over time, reflecting 
the circumstances and priorities of each State Government. 

The retail industry has a more established definition, with 
the particular roles of each centre determined by the 
presence or otherwise of particular types of retail 
businesses. In this context the following retailers provide a 
broad categorisation across the retail hierarchy: 

• Department stores: in the Sydney context these stores 
consist of Myer and David Jones but interstate examples 
include flagship Harris Scarfe stores (eg at Rundle Mall 
in Adelaide). The presence of a department store 
anchors a regional retail role, although regional centres 
are also defined as those with all three DDS tenants. 

• Discount department stores: these consist of Big W, 
Target and Kmart and indicate a role serving the non-
food shopping needs of sub-regional catchments. 

• Supermarkets: for this study these consist of the major 
brands (Coles, Woolworths, ALDI) and other stores in 
excess of 1,000sqm. A supermarket establishes a 
convenience retail role serving the surrounding 
neighbourhood. 

3.2  Regions for floorspace comparisons 

Retail floorspace in selected regions across Sydney has 
been aggregated according to the broad hierarchy 
described above, with further differentiation between: 

• Retail floorspace in homemaker centres, large format 
retail precincts and industrial areas, and 

• The remaining floorspace in local centres, along main 
roads and in large strip centres with no major anchor 
tenants. 

The selected regions (refer Figure 20) contain middle and 
outer suburbs and have been defined at the SA3 geographic 
level. They consist of the following: 

• Hornsby: this is a region generally served by the Myer 
and David Jones stores at Westfield Hornsby, extending 
north along the Pacific Motorway, south-east along the 
Pacific Highway to Gordon and south to Epping. 

• Castle Hill: this is a region generally served by the David 
Jones and Myer department stores at Castle Towers 
Shopping Centre, extending west to Richmond. 

• Penrith: this region is served by Myer stores at 
Westpoint Blacktown and Westfield Penrith, and 
extends west to the Blue Mountains. 

• Liverpool: this region is served by the Myer at Westfield 
Liverpool and extends from Fairfield and Bankstown 
west to Leppington and Bringelly. 

• Campbelltown-Narellan: this region is served by the 
David Jones at Macarthur Square and includes Narellan, 
Camden and towns in the south-west hinterland. 

• Sutherland: this region is served by the Myer and David 
Jones stores at Westfield Miranda and generally 
comprises the Sutherland Shire region.  

3.3 Regional floorspace distribution 

Floorspace distribution by type for each region is 
summarised in Table 1 over the page. 

The share of retail floorspace by type is relatively consistent 
(although still with some variation) across the selected 
regions, with the exception of Hornsby which is unique for 
having low overall retail provision and a lack of DDS-
anchored centres. Much of the large format retailing in the 
Hornsby region occurs within centres rather than in 
dedicated LFR centres or in industrial precincts. 

Retail floorspace data for the remaining regions (ie 
excluding the abnormal distribution in Hornsby) has been 
synthesised to generate an indicative ‘typical’ distribution 
of floorspace by type for regions containing middle to outer 
suburbs, although noting that the proportion of floorspace 
by centre type can vary around the ‘typical’ figures shown 
in the table. 

According to this summary, a regional catchment contains 
in the order of 335,000 people, supporting a total of 
725,000sqm of retail floorspace. The share of floorspace by 
centre type consists of: 

• 14% within regional centres (department store based) 

• 22% within DDS-based centres 

• 23% within supermarket-based centres 

• 27% associated with large format retail centres 
(homemaker centres) and in industrial areas 

• 13% in local centres and other locations. 
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Table 1: Summary of floorspace distribution for selected regions 

 

Figure 20: Regions for floorspace distribution analysis 

 

Centre type Hornsby Castle Hill Penrith Liverpool
Campbell-

town

Suther-

land
Typical

Population 281,414 308,995 527,101 404,593 262,230 226,369 335,000
Average sqm/cap 1.39 2.17 2.20 2.20 2.21 2.03 2.16

Dept store centres
Number of centres 1 1 2 1 1 1 1
Floorspace sqm 93,608 109,468 230,939 128,227 67,271 98,198 105,000
% of total sqm 24% 16% 20% 14% 12% 21% 14%
Average centre size 93,608 109,468 115,469 128,227 67,271 98,198 105,000

Disc dept store centres
Number of centres - 3 5 5 4 2 4
Floorspace sqm - 133,141 200,150 197,985 153,299 66,118 160,000
% of total sqm - 20% 17% 22% 26% 14% 22%
Average centre size - 44,380 40,030 39,597 38,325 33,059 40,000

Supermarket centres
Number of centres 18 15 24 17 13 11 17
Floorspace sqm 187,404 174,369 181,523 159,242 139,441 129,685 170,000
% of total sqm 48% 26% 16% 18% 24% 28% 23%
Average centre size 10,411 11,625 7,563 9,367 10,726 11,790 10,000

Large format / industrial
Floorspace sqm 14,790 183,835 351,229 242,643 143,306 80,016 196,000
% of total sqm 4% 27% 30% 27% 25% 17% 27%

Local and other
Floorspace sqm 96,494 69,788 193,705 163,625 76,216 84,455 94,000
% of total sqm 25% 10% 17% 18% 13% 18% 13%

Total retail sqm 392,297 670,602 1,157,546 891,721 579,533 458,471 725,000
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4. MONITORING RETAIL FLOORSPACE SUPPLY

4.1 Sydney retail floorspace dataset 

The NSW Government’s commitment to providing Councils 
with retail floorspace data sets to support the strategic 
planning activities of local government is met with the 
Sydney retail floorspace database generated during Stage 2 
of this consultancy. 

The quality of this data is sufficient for most planning 
purposes at the metropolitan and district scale. 
Importantly, the information allows an assessment of 
average per capita floorspace supply by district and by 
municipality, which enables the State Government and 
local authorities to identify areas that may be expected to 
accommodate more significant development. Retail 
demand projections have also been produced by using the 
supply data as a base, enabling analysis of the likely 
demand for new retail development across Sydney over 
time. 

Nevertheless, the limitations of the current dataset need to 
be acknowledged. These are summarised below. 

Coverage 

The geographic coverage has been defined mainly by using 
Business zones as the basis for identifying areas where 
retail activity takes place. Stand-alone retail businesses, 
smaller shops within residential areas and other retail 
activity (for example in agricultural zones or with existing 
use rights) have not been assessed. An indicative 5% margin 
to account for this unmeasured retail floorspace has been 
included in the analysis of retail floorspace supply (refer 
Stage 2 report). 

Currency 

The retail floorspace data draws on a number of sources 
with differing currencies – hence the data should not be 
assumed to be an exact estimate of retail floorspace at a 
particular time, but a best estimate of current floorspace 
provision. 

Data currency for managed shopping centres is relatively 
recent, drawing on information published in the latest 
version of the Property Council of Australia’s Shopping 
Centres Directory. However, although this source provides 
information on floorspace for major tenants (department 
stores, discount department stores and supermarkets), 
estimation procedures are required to allocate the 
remaining floorspace between specialty retail and large 
format retail and to exclude some non-retail uses. These 
estimation methods refer to average floorspace 
distribution by centre type contained in the Urbis Retail 
Averages publications.  

Data currency for large format retail centres draws on the 
2015/16 version of the Large Format Retail Association’s 
Large Format Retail Directory and is therefore considered 
the most up-to-date data available. 

The remaining floorspace is estimated by using Google 
Streetview to identify retail uses within strip centres, in 
industrial precincts and in other locations. Most of this 
imagery has been captured over the periods from January 
to June 2014 and from February to July 2015. 

Data for the City of Sydney relies on their Floorspace and 
Employment Survey of 2012, with some adjustments for 
more recent known developments since then. 

Accuracy 

As set out in the Stage 2 report, every attempt has been 
made to ensure that the information in the retail supply 
database is as accurate as possible by reducing the 
possibility of systemic bias during the estimation process. 

Floorspace data for the major tenant categories is 
considered to be almost always accurate. 

In many cases, however, the floorspace estimates have 
relied upon judgements about whether a business should 
be categorised as retail or non-retail, the size of the area 
likely to be leased, the use or otherwise of upper-level 
space and so on.  

In some instances, where Streetview is not available, 
estimates rely on previous experience in similar locations. 

Other limitations 

The retail database includes a geographic data file which 
contains polygons representing centres or other precincts 
where retail activity takes place. These have been mainly 
determined by the location of business zones. 

However, in preparing estimates of retail activity using 
Streetview, retail activity occurring close to these defined 
centres (for example along main roads within neighbouring 
zones) has been included within the dataset. This means 
that the geographic objects are not an accurate reflection 
of the exact location of retail activity or of centre 
boundaries. The process of altering the geographic 
boundaries would entail significant additional resources 
beyond the scope of this project brief. 
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Summary 

Having regard to these limitations, our view is that the retail 
floorspace data is best used as an indication of retail activity 
across Sydney, rather than as a detailed measurement of 
retail floorspace within individual centres. 

Notwithstanding the limitations and qualifications, we are 
confident that the data is the best estimate that can be 
made without actually undertaking floorspace surveys in 
person. 

As noted above, the data is likely to represent an under-
estimate of total retail floorspace because some retail 
activity occurring outside defined business zones would not 
have been captured. The database acknowledges this by 
including an allowance for 5% of total retail floorspace to 
be associated with shops not captured in the database.  

4.2 Sydney Retail Census option 

As discussed in the project brief, one option in the future is 
to produce a more detailed Census-style audit of 
commercial and retail floorspace across Sydney. 

A broad examination of the relative costs and benefits of 
producing this more detailed audit is set out below. 

What is a Retail Census? 

The Retail and Services Census was a regular data collection 
performed by the Australian Bureau of Statistics (“ABS”) 
every 5 or 6 years from 1948 until 1991/2. The survey 
collected information on predominant business activity, 
floorspace, turnover, employment, wages and salaries and 
other business operating information. Data was made 
available – subject to confidentiality – down to the 
Statistical Local Area (“SLA”) level. Information was 
obtained through direct contact with business and land 

owners by Census collectors, and with follow-up checks on 
data accuracy. 

The ABS, although performing some limited sample-survey 
analysis of the retail sector since 1991/2, is not likely to 
reinstate the Retail and Services Survey. 

In its absence, some jurisdictions have undertaken similar 
exercises to measure retail floorspace provision. These 
include the Adelaide Retail Database which last occurred in 
2007, and the Perth Land Use and Employment Survey last 
undertaken in 2008. 

These surveys use similar methods to the ABS, employing 
people to measure floorspace on-the-ground and 
supplemented by information sourced from property 
owners. Both state-based surveys have a geographic 
coverage extending across the metropolitan area – and 
beyond in the case of Adelaide to include the Greater 
Adelaide region. 

Retail audits have also been produced for smaller 
geographic regions. Examples include the Census of Land 
Use and Employment, which is a biannual survey covering 
the City of Melbourne but extended to other LGAs in some 
years as pilot projects, and the City of Sydney Floorspace 
and Employment Survey, last prepared in 2021. 

Relative benefits of a retail audit 

Accuracy  

A retail audit undertaken using a census-style methodology 
provides a consistent, timely and accurate floorspace data 
source, and can be extended to capture other useful 
information such as local employment. 

The use of consistent coverage and methodology allows for 
accurate analysis of changes in the level and distribution of 
retail floorspace over time.  

The accuracy gained through on-the-ground measurement 
of floorspace is greater than is possible through the 
estimation methods used to generate the retail data 
provided in the Stage 2 report. Moreover, the coverage 
would be more accurate as field teams would be expected 
to identify retail activity in locations other than within 
business zones. 

Authority 

The consistency of the data and the ‘official’ status from 
being generated by government means that a retail audit 
can establish a single authoritative source, reducing debate 
on such issues during planning hearings. 

The estimated retail data could be released in summary 
form but would need to be accompanied by 
acknowledgement of the limitations and qualifications 
associated with the estimates. The accuracy of some of this 
data could be in dispute if used in planning hearings. 

Detail  

Typically, a retail audit will capture much more detailed 
information about business type, usually down to the 4-
digit industry definition used in the ABS’s Australia and New 
Zealand Standard Industry Classification (“ANZSIC”). This 
enables very precise analysis of the extent of floorspace for 
particular business types, and is useful information for 
businesses wishing to invest in new stores. 

Although the retail estimation method could be extended 
to include some broad distinction between retail specialty 
stores (eg food vs non-food), the use of Google Earth and 
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Streetview means that detailed categorisation is not 
possible. 

Commercialisation 

Because of the value of a retail census to private sector 
businesses, the database could be commercialised by 
government; this is the case for the Adelaide Retail 
Database which can be purchased for $950. 

However, it is unlikely that the commercial returns from 
selling a Sydney Retail Census would make any substantial 
contribution when compared against the cost of generating 
this data source. 

By contrast, the retail estimates from Stage 2 are not 
suitable for commercial release. 

Planning relevance 

As noted above, a retail census would provide valuable 
information for use in the planning sphere, typically as a 
source of information for consultants, developers and 
individual retail businesses. However, the use of data in this 
way would be mainly through aggregation to total retail 
floorspace or broad category – the detailed business type 
information would have less relevance in planning cases 
although would be valuable for other business uses. 

Importantly, much of this value is associated with local 
planning applications and development, ie in the sphere of 
local government dealing with applications rather than 
State government in its lead role in co-ordinating strategic 
planning across Sydney. 

At present, local retail supply information is either obtained 
ad hoc by economic consultants when undertaking 
economic impact assessments for new retail 
developments, or by consultants employed by council 

either to review such applications or to undertake local 
strategic planning studies. 

The retail database generated during Stage 2 of this study 
could potentially provide broad-level information of use 
when estimates of retail floorspace are required. However, 
the lack of detailed categorisation (even into food and non-
food specialties) reduces its relevance for most local 
planning purposes. 

On the other hand, the retail database is certainly of 
sufficient detail to enable the NSW State Government to 
provide guidance on areas of Sydney that may be expected 
to experience demand for new retail development having 
regard for current floorspace supply, and to generate 
projections of future changes in demand due to population 
growth. These broad estimates and projections have been 
provided during Stage 2 of this study.  

Summary 

It is clear that the implementation of a Sydney Retail Census 
would improve the coverage, detail and accuracy of data to 
assist in planning for future retail development. It would 
create an authoritative source of data that would help 
reduce dispute in planning hearings, and could generate 
revenue by being commercially released. 

In strategic planning terms, however, a retail census would 
not significantly improve the broad analysis of retail 
demand and supply that is conducted by the State 
Government when compared against the estimated data 
produced during this study. Some improvement in the retail 
database for planning purposes could be explored by 
extending the measurement to include a distinction 
between food and non-food retail specialties. 

Overall, while a retail census would be a preferable source 
of accurate and timely retail floorspace data, these benefits 

are not significantly greater for the purposes of the NSW 
State Government when compared against the retail 
estimates contained in the Sydney retail database. 

4.3 Recommended approach 

Having regard to the quality of the data produced through 
retail estimation techniques, and the relative costs and 
benefits when compared against implementing a Retail 
Census, our conclusion is that retail floorspace estimation 
is the most cost-effective method to produce workable 
estimates and projections of retail floorspace in Sydney. 

The retail database produced during Stage 2 of this study 
provides sufficient information on retail floorspace demand 
and supply for District-level and LGA-based planning, and 
fulfils this requirement under Action 1.7.2 of A Plan for 
Growing Sydney. 

Because of the way in which the data is produced, and the 
lack of individual tenant-based information, this database 
is not appropriate for ongoing monitoring. 

Instead, we recommend that the NSW Government commit 
to updating the database approximately on a three-year 
rolling cycle to ensure currency and provide sufficient time 
for new street-based imagery to be produced by Google 
Streetview. 

A three-year update program would provide cost-effective 
access to the most up-to-date estimates of retail floorspace 
across Sydney. 

Future releases may be extended geographically to include 
Central Coast and other regions, subject to the currency of 
street imagery, and may also provide greater categorisation 
of retail type, for example including estimates of food and 
non-food retail floorspace.  
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In addition, local governments should be encouraged to 
commission detailed in-field floorspace surveys of 
individual centres when undertaking retail planning 
exercises. The State Government could provide funding 
contributions where this data can be collated to provide 
additional input to the regular three-year Sydney-wide 
retail floorspace supply estimates. 


